
IN THE

1ST DISTRICT COURT - LOGAN

COUNTY OF CACHE, STATE OF UTAH

State of Utah

vs.

Date of Birth:
JEREMY JOHN SHARP

09/21/1985

Arrestee

Affidavit of Probable Cause

On 01/12/2019 22:36 the defendant was arrested for the offense(s) of:

Offense Date Offense Description Statute Gov Code Severity DV

1 01/12/2019 FALSE EMERGENCY REPORT-EMERGENCY
INVOLVING INJURY/DEATH

76-9-
202(2)(D)

UT F3 No

2 01/12/2019 INTERFERENCE WITH ARRESTING OFFICER 76-8-305 UT MB No

3 01/12/2019 DISORDERLY CONDUCT AFTER REQUEST TO
STOP

76-9-102(4) UT MC No

I believe there is probable cause to charge the defendant with these charges because:

On 1/12/19 seven Deputies, two Troopers, a Cache County Ambulance, and Hyrum First Responders responded
to the report of an auto pedestrian accident in Hyrum. The complainant, later identified as Jeremy Sharp,
reported that an individual had been hit near 500 W 400 N in Hyrum.  Jeremy refused to provide dispatch with
any other details and said that he was not near the patient and was unable to access them.

I arrived at the incident location where Jeremy was laying on his back with his head facing south, parallel to the
road and just outside of the travel lane on the southbound lane of 500 W near the intersection of 400 N.  This is
an intersection where Jeremy has previously reported concerns about semi-trucks cutting the corner across the
parking lot there.

Jeremy had no apparent injuries, there were no tracks or other indications that an accident involving a vehicle
had occurred.  Jeremy told me that he had been hit by a tanker truck hauling milk, he said that last night he had
been hit by a tanker truck hauling gasoline.  EMTs arrived and accessed Jeremy from head to toe looking for
trauma.  Jeremy did not indicate any pain and would not talk to EMTs much.  While EMTs were attempting to
access Jeremy he was texting on his cell phone, dispatch updated us that they were receiving texts through 911
from Jeremy asking for assistance.

We attempted to assist Jeremy to the ambulance to be further evaluated, he refused to walk.  EMTs brought a
gurney to Jeremy and loaded him onto the gurney and wheeled him to the ambulance.  After being cleared
medically we had Jeremy get out of the ambulance, he acted as if he was going to stand then went limp and
began to collapse to the ground.

Another deputy and I carried Jeremy to the rear area of my patrol pickup where I told him that he was under
arrest for falsely reporting an accident to 911.  Jeremy immediately began pulling away, two troopers assisted us
in getting Jeremy’s hand behind his back and cuffed while he continued to pull away despite being ordered to
stop resisting.  Jeremy had to be lifted into the rear cage area of my pickup where I seatbelted him in.  At the jail
Jeremy continued to refuse to walk and had to be carried into the jail by jail deputies.

Jeremy’s false report of a serious accident triggered an emergency response involving several agencies.



I declare under penalty of perjury and under the laws of the State of Utah that the foregoing is true and correct.

Officer Name:

I am a sworn officer with:

Arresting agency case number:

Badge ID:

Associated citation number:

KIRK RICHARD WUTHRICH D74

UT0030000 - CACHE COUNTY SO

19-C311

/s/ KIRK RICHARD WUTHRICH

SUBMISSION IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

Booking agency:

Booking agency case number:

Booking UserID:

Booking agency ORI:

Submission ID:

CACHE COUNTY SO UT0030000

C-88852

nssl 440141 (Version 1)

SID: 1327871 OTN:

Booking date/time: 01/12/2019 23:05
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